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Abstract: Electron surface properties of bone tissue are
changed under affection of ultraviolet radiation. Such
an excitation varies only a density of states, but does not
turn their nature.

influence of ultraviolet radiation (UR) on the bone, i.e. to
achieve the greatest magnitude of dI/dT.
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INTRODUCTION
Electron/ion exchange processes, going vra a surface of
the bone, control its interaction with an orgamsm and
implants in a case of their insertion. From this point of
view electron structure of the bone surface is strictly
important for the bone I'rtal functions.
Bone diseases (osteoporosis, for instance) are
connected with variations of the bone structure, that in turn
depends on electrorVion exchange processes.

The most popular methods,

to

investigate surface
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electron properties are based on measurements of electron

emission [1]. Among them the exoelectron spectroscopy
(ES) is placed {21, these measurements havrng been started
to test the bones t3l. ES recognises correlation between
electron and structural properties of the solid state surface
[3]. Taking the above into account just ES was chosen to
investigate the bone.
The general idea of ES was described, for instance in
[a]. To excite exoelectron emission (EE) the specimen is
simultaneously heated and irradiated with photons having

an energy close to electron work function of the tested
material. Due to this electron emission is provided. A
current (l) of electrons is changed non monotonously in
dependence on a specimen temperature (T). This regularity

reflects transformations in a surface la-ver (100...1000
angstrom) of the investigated material. Rising of an
imperfections concentration increases. usually, a total EE
emitted charge.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
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Figure I Dependence of EE current on specimen
temperafure.

RESULTS
The EE spectra for irradiated and non irradiated specimens
are presented in Fig.1. They are typical for bone tissue [2]
and reflect an appearance of electron states, excited by UR
(I is rising due to UR and a tlpical maximum of I
occurred).
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Bovine bone, taken from adult animal, cutted and dried

in air was used.

EE was measured in vacuum (10-5 Pa). The rate of
heating was 0,2 "C/s. During expenment an energy
dtstribution of the emrtted electrons was also recorded.
using a hindering field linear grid analyser.

Ultraviolet photons (LJP) with the enerry about 6 eV
(arc xenon lamp) were used to change properties of the
bone. This enerry broke atom and molecular bonds [5].

Duration
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irradiation was chosen to maximise the
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Figure 2. Electron drstributions by energy at different
temperature for non irradiated specimen
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CONCLUSION

l.

UR having an enerry of photons to break atom and
molecular couples change properties of the electron centres
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,1,

in the bone

2.

C3

surface.

UR does not insert new, in comparing with the initial

bone, state centres.

3.

,1,

EE of bone is stipulated with variation of the electron

centres concentration.
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Figure 3. Electron distributions by energy at different
ternperature for irradiated specimen

Electron distribution vs. energy, measured from the
vacuum level, is shown in Fig.2,3 for non irradiated and
irradiated specimens. respectively. In these spectra four

main centres are clearly displayed. Their

behar,.rour

(evaluated via changing of dlldE magnitude) is shown in
the Table L
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I.R - initial and irradiated specimen, correspondrngly;
+,0 - existence and absence of the centre,
correspondingly:
- increasing and decreasing of the centre
concentration. correspondingly
Taking into account the above data, one can conclude
that Cl and C3 explicitly exrst in the initial material. But

t,J

C2 and C4 are imaged only due to heating. The
concentration of Cl. C2. C4 is rising till T:100 "C. but for
C3 it is vice-versa. Typically, that the rnaximum of the

centres concentration occurs
greatest

at t

corresponding

to

the

I (T:100 "C).

The irradiated specimen differ from the initial one with
explicitly existing of all the above centres. In this case
heating changes their concentration similarly to initial
specimen.
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